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Abstract 

 The purpose of the study was to investigate the lower extremity angles of sagittal plane during single-leg landing in 

various directions. Six athletes (four males, two females) with anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR) participated. 

They have returned to sports completely. They were asked to perform single-leg landing from 30-cm height platform in four 

directions (forward, 30o diagonal, 60o diagonal, and lateral directions). Jump-landing tests were collected using a Vicon™ 

motion analysis system. Lower extremity angles at initial contact and at peak vertical ground reaction force (GRFv) were 

reported and compared among directions of jump landing. The statistical analysis was analyzed using the repeated 

measures ANOVA. At initial contact, knee flexion exhibited a trend of increase while hip flexion angle was showing a 

decrease from forward to lateral direction. Knee flexion angles were 10.4o, 12.2o, 13.2o, and 15.2o. Hip flexion angles were 

34.2o, 35.9o, 33.6o, and 30.7o. At peak GRFv, jump-landing direction significantly influenced ankle dorsiflexion. Significant 

greater ankle dorsiflexion was observed in lateral (19.1o) and 60o diagonal (14.2o) directions than forward (5.7o) direction. 

Hip flexion angles showed a trend of increase while knee was showing decrease from forward to lateral direction. However, 

jump-landing direction did not significantly influence hip and knee flexion angles at both phases. This study showed that, in 

the situation of returning to sports in athletes with ACLR, a decreased hip flexion and an increased ankle dorsiflexion might 

lead to increase a risk of knee injury during single-leg landing in diagonal and lateral directions. Physical therapy and 

rehabilitation program should address these risks of recurrent injury and should develop treatment to prevent the recurrent 

ACL injury. 
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Introduction 

Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury is one of the most common and serious injury of lower extremity in sports, 

especially in jump-landing and cutting sports such as volleyball, basketball, and football [1,2]. In 2016, Sanders et al 

reported that incidence of ACL injury was 68.6 persons per 100,000 persons [3]. Athletes with ACL insufficiency have an 

impairment of physical activity performances [4].  

Mechanism of ACL injury could be divided into 2 types including contact and non-contact ACL injuries. Contact 

ACL injury is the injury from the external force to the knee joint directly. Non-contact ACL injury is the injury which does not 

have the direct external force to the knee joint. Non-contact mechanism is the most common ACL injuries and seventy 

percent have been reported [5] 

Non-contact ACL injury is frequently found in the decelerating movements such as landing and rapidly directional 

change in sports [1,6]. When athletes perform the decelerating movement, the quadriceps muscles may generate an 
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excessive force by eccentric contraction. This involves an anterior shearing force at the knee that could induce the ACL 

strain [5]. Greater risk of ACL injury has been reported in the single-leg landing than the double-legs landing [7]. The single-

leg landing exhibited greater peak of proximal tibia with anterior and lateral shear force compared to double-legs landing 

[8].  

ACLR is believed as the gold standard treatment for ACL injury and shows high successful rate for return to 

normal knee function and level of sports activities [9]. Biomechanical changes of lower extremity after ACLR in landing has 

been reported that more stiff landing, a decrease of hip and knee flexion, was observed. 

Athlete with ACLR preferred to use ankle strategy with reducing hip and knee extensor moments during landing 

[10]. This factor could lead to ACL injury. 

Nowadays, there is no gold standard for assessment before returning to sports in athletes after ACLR. The 

rehabilitation goal is safe and quick to return to pre-injury level performance in sports.  After rehabilitation, many evaluations 

such as isokinetic test and hop test have been used to assess for determining the decision of returning to sports [11]. 

Forty-three to ninety-two percentages of athletes with ACLR can return to sports within 6 - 12 months after surgery [12,13]. 

However, the high rate of secondary ACL injury has been reported as 12% to 17.2% within 5 years after ACLR [14,15]. In 

addition, people with ACLR have 15 times for secondary injury when compare with non-ACL injury people [16]. From 

literature review, the research of lower extremity biomechanics is still needed for better understanding and developing the 

assessment method before returning to sports in athletes with ACLR.  

In real sport games and practices, athletes perform in multiple directions of landing. The different directions of jump 

landing might be the risk of ACL injury especially in the lateral direction of landing. An increase of knee valgus and 

decrease of hip and knee flexion at initial contact were reported compared with forward direction [17,18]. Besides, a risk of 

repeated ACL injury after ACLR is a competitive side-stepping and jumping [14]. Therefore, we were interested in the lower 

limb movement in athletes with ACLR after returning to sports. Moreover, adding the complexity of jumping direction is 

interesting for assessing lower extremity biomechanics in athletes with ACLR after returning to sports.  
 
Materials and Methods 

 Six professional athletes (four males and two females) who were involved in jumping and landing sports at least 3 

to 5 times per week and participated in a competition. Inclusion criteria included unilateral ACLR using patellar tendon or 

hamstring tendon techniques. Time from surgery was six to twenty-four months and returned to sports completely. 

Participants with other serious injury of lower extremity, partial or total menisectomy, revision ACLR, history of low back 

pain or lower extremity problems with receiving medication or physical therapy in 6 months before testing were excluded 

from the study. 

 Vicon™ motion analysis system was used to collect kinematics data at 200 Hz sampling frequency by using 16 

reflective markers based on lower body marker set. In addition, AMTI force plate was used to collect kinetics data at 1000 

Hz sampling frequency. Before testing, the researchers explained the protocol for each participant. Participants were 

allowed to practice 3-5 times of jump landing. Participants were asked to stand on a tested leg at the starting point on 30 

cm height wooden platform. Non-tested leg was knee flexion at 90 degrees and hip neutral position. Participant’s hands 

were placed on the waist to control variability in mechanic of arm-swing during landing. Then, participants jumped and 

landed on the center of force plate. The participants were instructed to jump without action of upward and to look forward 

during jump-landing tests. If participant was not able to land on the center of force plate, to maintain single-leg balance on 
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the force plate, or to maintain the hands on the waist; it is considered as unsuccessful trial. The unsuccessful data then 

were recollected. 

 
Figure 1 Research setting (top view). A represents the starting position of lateral jump landing (A). starting position of 60 

degrees diagonal landing (B), starting position of 30 degrees diagonal landing (C), starting position of forward landing (D). 

The square in the center is the force plate. This figure shows for right-leg landing. If left side was tested, the settings of 

starting position were reversed to opposite side except with D position.  

 
 The data of jump-landing test were processed and analyzed. An average of 3 successful trials of each direction 

was reported.  

 The data of kinematics were analyzed at two phases of landing; at initial contact phase and at peak GRFv. The 

initial contact phase used the first frame that the subject contacted the ground with more than 10 newtons of GRFv. The 

kinematic data at peak GRFv was selected at the time frame of the maximum GRFv.  
The gaps in kinematic data were filled by the cubic spline interpolation and copy pattern techniques. Both GRFs 

and kinematic data were filtered by a low pass zero-lag, 4th order, Butterworth filter. The cut-off frequencies of Butterworth 

filter were 40 and 7 Hz for GRFs and kinematics, respectively. The cut-off frequency was determined by residual analysis 

technique. 

 The statistical analysis was analyzed using SPSS program version 24. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness of Fit 

test was used to test distribution of data. One-way ANOVA with repeated measures was used for comparing the effect of 

directions. Pairwise comparisons and Bonforroni correction were used to determine differences of kinematics data among 

directions. The level of statistical significance was set at p-value less than 0.05 
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Results and Discussion 

From Table 1, the direction did not significantly influence to hip flexion, knee flexion, and ankle plantarflexion at 

initial contact phase. At peak GRFv phase, ankle dorsiflexion was significantly observed in lateral and 60o diagonal 

directions compared with forward (p<0.05) and 30o diagonal direction (p<0.05). 

 

Table 1  Lower extremity angles (degrees) at initial contact phase and peak GRFv phase in 4 directions. (Mean±SD). 

 

Direction Forward 30o diagonal 60o diagonal Lateral 

At initial contact   

Hip flexion  34.2±3.9 35.9±2.9 33.6±3.6 30.7±3.8 

Knee flexion 10.4±0.9 12.2±0.9 13.2±1.0 15.2±1.3 

Ankle plantarflexion 10.8±2.1 10.7±4.2 12.6±1.3 11.2±2.3 

At peak GRFv   

Hip flexion  41.1±3.9 42.5±2.8 40.6±2.6 38.4±3.4 

Knee flexion  27.9±1.9 28.3±2.3 31.9±1.5 31.9±1.5 

Ankle dorsiflexion  5.7±1.6 6.4±1.6 14.2±1.3*,γ 19.1±1.1*,γ 

*Statistically significant difference compared with forward direction (p<0.05) 
γStatistically significant difference compared with 30o diagonal direction (p<0.05) 

  

From the result at initial contact phase and peak GRFv phase, lateral direction showed less hip flexion compared 

with others. ACL injury occurred at the peak GRFv after initial contact to the ground [19]. Less hip and knee flexion at initial 

contact phase is one factor of knee injury by high GRF [20]. Podraza et al. [21], found that knee flexion 0o - 25o occurred a 

high GRFs can cause the non-contact ACL injury. GRFs can be reduced by muscles and joints around hip, knee and ankle 

that absorb impact energy from landing. Landing with less lower extremity flexion or stiff landing exhibited increasing knee 

adductor moment, increasing vastus lateralis EMG, and decreasing energy absorption at hip and knee joints compared with 

high lower extremity flexion or soft landing group; this may lead to increase a risk of knee injury [22]. The current study 

exhibited that less hip flexion in lateral direction in both phase might relate to stiff style landing.  

An increase in a trend of knee flexion angle was supported with Sinsurin’s (2013) study. Sinsurin et al. [23] showed 

the increasing of knee joint flexion from forward to lateral direction during single-leg landing at initial contact phase 

suggested that there was a pre-program to set the greater knee flexion for energy absorption and prevent injury from 

impact force in lateral direction which is the difficult task when comparing with forward direction. ACL injury mostly occurs in 

40 ms after initial contact with the ground [24]. Peak vertical GRFs in one-leg landing after jumping have been estimated 

range from 2 to 18 times body weight [25]. ACL loading during landing most occur at the time of peak vertical ground 

reaction force (VGRF) immediately after initial contact [19]. Time to peak anterior translation of tibia, peak ground reaction 

force, and ACL injury were close about 40-60 milliseconds after initial contact [26]. Therefore, at peak GRFv phase is 

important for predicting the risk of injury. 

 Landing by using ankle strategy was defined as stiff landing [27], increasing in hip and knee flexion during landing 

is defined as soft landing that suggested for reducing impact loading [19]. To prevent knee injury, increasing in hip and 
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knee flexion should be suggested for single-leg landing in various directions rather than using ankle for landing. In current 

study, significantly increased ankle dorsiflexion angles were found at peak GRFv phase from forward to lateral landing that 

could relate to stiff landing. Eventhough athletes with ACLR already returned to sports, they should aware about recurrent 

injury when landing in multi-directions. This might lead to increased risk for recurrent ACL injury. Soft landing and postural 

awareness should be suggested for reducing the risk of recurrent knee injury.  

 

Conclusions 

 Although athletes were obtained the effective treatment after ACLR and already return to sport, from the current 

study found a landing in various directions significantly increased ankle using and showed increased knee flexion while 

reduced hip flexion during lateral landing. A reducing in hip flexion and using of ankle strategy that is similar to stiff landing 

may lead to increased risk of knee injury. For preventing an injury of lower extremity in single-leg landing, an increase in 

hip flexion and decrease in ankle strategy should be suggest for athletes.  
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